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Some of our treasurer’s treasures. see page 2 for more.
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The Treasures of our Treasurer
Allen Wall is rather special
within our club, as firstly he is one
of the longest serving members,
and has almost continually held
executive positions, secondly, fills in
whenever we need him for activities
such as events and representing the
club. He currently looks after
the club’s finances, but also gives
support and advice to those who
need it, both for Micro cars and
scooters, of all makes and models.
In circa 1975, Allen’s
dad, Keith ( Club Plate Register and Inspector ) found himself with a rare Zundap
Bella motor scooter in poor condition, so he decided to restore it. Allen learned to ride
and passed his licence test on it. On that same scooter, Allen’s sister Julie and her
partner Mark also became scooterists. That must have sparked the realisation that
restoration/renovation was something that he too could do to while away the spare
time a single man often has. The result is that in Allen’s garage ( and elsewhere) are
around a dozen examples of his skill and dedication to quality work.
Below is the first car that Allen owned, and 360,000 klms later, the 1977
Leyland Mini is still in use and still fun to drive. On the next page, parked next to the
1999 Jeep Cherokee ( which took over towing duties from his Moke a few years
back) is the very collectable ( but isn’t everything in the garage ) 1968 BMC Moke. It
was given to him by his uncle from its home, sitting under a tree at Moonbi NSW.
This became his first total rebuild, and 25 years later it too still enjoys being driven.
The front page
photo shows many of
Allen’s two wheeled
treasures, most of which
have either been restored
from complete scooters,
or resurrected from a
‘box of bits’.
There are too
many to show as individual photos, but I will
describe many of them
on the next page, and
you can see if you can
find them in the photos.
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1963 Heinkel tourist bought at an old motorcycle shop auction in 1989
for $280. Last rego was 1966. A lick of paint and it was back on the road.
1952 Triumph thunderbird. Bought at Pickles auction 1988.
1965 Lambretta Cento. Was offered as a box of parts, frame
eventually sourced from Ebay UK by a fellow club member. All came
together as a bike in 2011.
1951 MV Agusta Ovunque Bought as a box of bits. This needed a fair
bit of repair and remanufacture. finished in 2018.
1963 Lambretta LI 125, Bought out of the Trading Post $350. Owner
couldn’t make it run. Got it home, plugged all the wires in the correct place. It
started up. Probably my most reliable scooter.
1969 Lambretta GP200, Mum takes the credit for spotting this at a
local garage sale. A bit damaged but only required petrol to make it run, so a
bit of a bargain at $325.
1975 Montesa Cota 125 Was on its way to the tip with the box of
Cento bits, so I rescued that one too. $120 rebuild, so pretty cheap.
1976 Suzuki TC 125 Was bought with the Heinkel for $80 . So it
made for a cheap runaround.
2002 Honda CT110 A friend at work said, “can you come and take
this away?”, so for a six pack and a bottle of wine, the poor old accidentdamaged Postie found a new home. Repair costs, probably less than $100.
Probably the most practical vehicle I own.
1988 Bajaj Kawasaki KB100 I went to an auction to look at a couple
of Bajaj Vespa Apes and came back with a “new” motorcycle.
Most recently, mum’s (Monica) surprise Christmas present was a
2010 Sachs Madass and is my newest and most modern vehicle.
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The Treasures of our Treasurer

This ( above ) is the Bajaj Kawasaki, which at time of writing was
having its broken Kickstart shaft replaced.
Below, the scooters from the front page from a different angle.
Amazing how much ‘stuff’ and how many scooters fit in a garage !
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Another Gem from across the Ditch. ( Battery powered Berkeley )
Laurie Stanton is a NZ Micro Car Club member based in scenic Cromwell,
Otago in New Zealand’s South Island. With the NZ Micro Club no longer active he
agreed to write this article for MCSC (Australia ). Laurie is a Berkeley enthusiast and
he has found the time to convert one to run on batteries.
This now completed, he has returned to work on his Berk no 3. This is a
damaged body he got from Warren Meech in Wellington and will be the recipient of
the original 3 cylinder Excelsior Talisman motor that came with EVBERK. He is
now also thinking of hydrogen power so we wait with interest!!! Anyway we will
leave it to Laurie to tell us how EVBERK came about…....

Why convert a small Classic 1957 Sports Car to EV? Why not?
What started as curiosity and an investigation in to the ‘possibility’ of
converting a Berkeley to EV became a bit of a challenge to see if I could. The
Berkeley would not be the logical car for such a project, being so small, but that’s
what I had. It was my second Berkeley restoration, having previously restored a
Berkeley SE328 with its original 328ccc Excelsior Talisman engine 4 years earlier. I
had a family association with these cars as my older brother, since passed away, had
bought the first one in 1967 while at high school, and this one in 1972 while serving
in the Airforce. They had both been last road registered in 1988 and in storage since.
The mechanical side of the conversion was relatively straight forward being a
chain driven, front wheel drive vehicle. However, due to the size of the sprocket on
the diff being relatively small compared with the performance of the electric motor, it
required a lay shaft to reduce the ratio.
An issue with conversions is weight of batteries, the car after conversion
should not exceed the weight of the original vehicle. This Berkeley had already in its
unknown distant past had a steel full chassis installed, the original cars being only
monocoque construction, aluminium panels and fibre glass body moulding. This
extra strength allowed it to comply and carry the extra weight, together with slightly
stronger rear shocks as most batteries are in the rear.
Fitting the 27 X 3.6V , 90 Ah Lithium Ion batteries was a challenge. I ended
up with 3 packs, 10 in
the engine bay where the
original fuel tank sat, 7
in the dickie seat/spare
wheel area behind the
seat and 10 in the boot.
Feeding the 75mm heavy
duty cable between packs
through the car and to the
controller and motor was
awkward to say the least.
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Each battery pack is controlled by a Battery Measurement unit which feeds
to the Battery Management System which is controlled by the controller. Cat 5
electronic wires have to be fed through the car between these units. Battery
Management is the key to EV vehicles. There is a need to have even charging and
discharge, as the batteries are in series. Giving around 100V and over 300 amps
draw at full load, you don’t want to get things wrong.
The BMS is connected to a data logger which gives a constant recording of
the batteries when in operation, both when being charged and when the car is
running, so you can go back and see how the batteries have performed at various
speeds and loads. This data can be downloaded to a laptop, analysed and graphed.
Without this provision I don’t know how you would monitor battery
performance. I’m no “techno” , I’m just a builder, but have been fortunate to have
had the support of Iain Jerrett of Motive Force/Astara Technologies who sold me
the batteries and controller second hand as he had had them in a high performance
EV Road bike. He supplied me with the wiring diagram and the rest we did by face
time on my phone as Iain lives in Waikanae north of Wellington. He also built and
supplied the BMS ( Battery Management System), the technology which is way
above me, green to green and red to red is about my limit. Whether this is the ideal
set up for this car I’m not sure
but car size limited battery numb-ers and the motor and controller
where available. Build with what
you have got.
The performance is quite
outstanding compared to the
original configuration. The downside is distance which is certainlycompromised, not being able to
just throw in a few more gallons,
instead having to stop and recharge.
. To be honest it’s not
cheap, but that’s not unusual in
car restoration. Who ever really
‘owns up’ to the costs!!
SPECS…..
Motor HPEVS AC20, 10HP cont,
50HP Peak.
Controller Curtis 1238 – 7501
Batteries 27 X LiFePo4 Winston/Thundersky 90 AH Cells
Charger Zivan with BMS interface - Charge rate 9.6 amps @100v

“GO ON, YOU KNOW YOU WANT TO ”
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…..Laurie Stanton

RMYC Unique Vehicle Show Newport Sydney Sunday July 28th
Bill Buckle’s Goggo Dart and Goggo Coupe, Bob Billiards’ Carryall,
Geoff Goodwin’s Trojan, Fred Diwell’s Messerschmitt, Rudi Annus’ and Fred
Diwell’s Messerschmitts, all looking resplendent amongst the yachts. Geoff’s
mighty yellow Trojan scored an honourable mention as runner-up for
Founder’s Perpetual Trophy.
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RMYC Unique Vehicle Show Newport Sydney Sunday July 28th
Decisions to make! They never stop………
How to fit in and attend two-in-one these being a Christmas in July dance at
Ryde; 85km from home Saturday night; then the next morning attend Royal Motor
Yacht Club show and shine at Newport north of Sydney, this being 120km from
home.
Problem solved when Denis agreed for me to park the Messerschmitt and
stay overnight at Eastwood, three quarters of the way between the dance Saturday
night and Sunday display. Taking up his offer involved getting to bed 1am with an
early 7.30am start.
Denis provided biscuits with banana to eat on the way, taking one and
quarter hrs to get to Newport, only having to use my GPS navigator for the last 3km.
Coincidently driving down to the display area was followed by Rudi and
Avalon, our two cars parked adjacent in spaces 13 & 14.
Already there; Geoff with his Trojan, our club display now three vehicles.
The other micro display was three Goggos a Carry-All, dart and coupe.
Walking round the 65 display vehicles was interesting. Being in the land of
affluence (read money) as is most of the north shore there were vehicles restored, to
over the top, and better than concours condition, tens of thousands having been spent
on them. One Jaguar owner told my companion eight-thousand dollars was spent on
its wheels alone!
I found eye catching the two identical MG – Rover electric hybrid 4x4’s
alongside two new BMW EV’s. Of more interest to me were a Trabant, a 2CV
Citroen, ( pictured below), a Kombi in original patina, was told this is in regular use
around Palm Beach, slightly more up market a DeLorian, an immaculate 1936 Singer
sports and not that I would ever have considers it “up market” a Triumph Herald that
took out one of the category prizes. A great day and time well spent. …. Fred.
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Meet Nobe, the EV of the future!
Our aim was to create a “feel-good ride” which spreads joy wherever it
goes. With its retro yet modern style, state-of-the-art ECU, ride comfort and
sporty acceleration, our Nobe 100 is truly special.
Doing test drives around Estonia and participating at the Geneva Car
Show have confirmed that we are definitely on the right track.
On the road, our Nobe 100 is a real head-turner that makes you smile;
when it’s parked, people will scurry around to take photos and talk about this
unique automotive gem.
At the exhibition, our booth was located between Bugatti and Aston
Martin (yep, you read that right!) – and those old, respectable car
manufacturers often had to witness people ignoring their booths to come over to
wonder at our cute, little Nobe 100 : A new kind of car, clearly. The cute-ometer goes through the roof. Visiting couples take a seat in the Nobe and start
smiling, asking for photos to be taken. Our Nobe oozes joy. And that joy is
infectious.
Nobe 100 may look a bit like a toy but it’s a lot more than that: It could
be a hobby or a second or third family car, but it also tackles the urban
environment and everyday challenges with remarkable ease. Great
acceleration, agility, and it’s easy to park – what more could you want from a
city car? Plus, its big wheels and all wheel drive makes it a real ATV = ALL
TERRAIN VEHICLE.
While in Geneva, we already received advance orders from European
and American customers. We are expanding our factory space in Tallinn. We
will soon homologate Nobe 100 globally. While we currently use a temporary
registration plates, our car is roadworthy in every way.
So far, Estonia has only been home to small motorcycle and bus
manufacturers, so in a sense Nobe is the first of its kind. We are a highly
motivated team full of alumni from Tallinn University of Technology . Its time to
build first,our very own, Estonian car factory.

Roman Muljar, CEO Nobe Cars ……..sent in by Ratko
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AVUS CIRCUIT …. BERLIN

The Automobil-Verkehrs- und Übungsstraße ('Automobile traffic
and training street'), known as AVUS, is a public road in Berlin. Opened
in 1921, it is the oldest controlled access highway in Europe Until 1998,
it was also used as a motor racing circuit. Today, the AVUS forms the
northern part of the Bundesautobahn 115.
The circuit runs through the Grunewald Forest along the
historic Königsweg road from Charlottenburg to Potsdam and the
parallel railway line. While normal for a road, it is unusually shaped for
a race track as it is essentially two long straights in the form of a dual
carriageway, with a hairpin corner at each end.
The north curve featured a steep banking from 1937 to 1967. It
was (43°) made of bricks and became dubbed the "Wall of Death,"
especially as it had no retaining barrier so cars that missed the turn
easily flew off it. In 1959
French driver Jean Behra
was killed when the Porsche
RSK he was driving flew
over the top of the north
turn banking, flinging him
from the vehicle.
The AVUS banking
was dismantled in 1967 to
give way to an expanded
intersection under the
Funkturm tower. From the
top of this tower, one can
see that the AVUS is not
perfectly straight.
The last event was held in
1998, the round race
control tower at the north
end still remains with its
prominent Mercedes
sponsorship insignia. It is
used as a public restaurant and motel. The old wooden grandstand is
protected as a historic
monument. ...Wiki via Andy
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Nepean Belle ( Paddlewheeler )
Christmas in July Lunch 21st July
As each year goes by and Sydney’s traffic becomes more and more hectic, travelling
in Micro cars and on Scooters becomes a bigger challenge, and for some a tad too
confronting. This has meant we are attending fewer social and display events, and
that is not what we want. Vic suggested that we should try the Nepean Belle on a
Sunday, when traffic is somewhat quieter, and this is what we did.

Sunday turned out to be almost the perfect
Spring day ( for the middle of Winter ), and
the rollup of 4 groups were Vic & Rita, Niko,
Monica, Keith & Allen, Fred and
Helen, and Margaret, John and
James. A highlight of the day was
a surprise birthday cake ( thanks
Fred & Helen) for Rita.
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Terry’s beautifully restored Lloyd from across the ditch ( aka NZ )
In October 2017 NZ Micro car club member Terry North (from Auckland)
was at the Christchurch McLeans Island Swap meet when he heard about a trio of
Lloyds being sold. Terry became aware that a recently deceased club member –
Chris Tarrant – had a eclectic collection of cars in a paddock behind his house ..
these were cars that Chris had never got around to rebuilding or were parts cars.
Amongst more modern fare were a collection of 3 x Lloyd cars and the parts
from at least another two. Terry was not looking for a new project but had always
been interested in Lloyds as part of his interest in Micro cars in general. A long time
enthusiast of odd little cars he was just about to start the rebuilding of his Rytecraft
scooter car which he had owned for 30 years.
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Terry’s beautifully restored Lloyd from across the ditch ( aka NZ )
However he was taken with the possibility that one of these Lloyds had the
potential to be a very nice car. The one that caught his eye was sheltering in a leaky
lean to which housed a 1960 Lloyd Alexander TS 4 speed car. It was last on the road
in 1980 and was at 38,000 miles, a very original and almost rust free example. The
rego was on hold and it had been sold new by Cockram Cars in CHCH – which were
still in business as Nissan agents. This Lloyd was the most “up market” and latest
version to come from the factory near the end of the production run in 1962, and still
sported the original tool kit and cover over the spare wheel – but even this car still
required a complete rebuild to ever make it roadworthy again.
Languishing outside in the paddock were two further Lloyds. A blue car
which was very rusty and was eventually broken up for parts and a red one in better
order and destined to be a donor car for a station wagon/van rebuild. All body panels
on the Lloyds are interchangeable and are simply bolted together. With panels
available from possibly two vans in the parts cache which appeared to be very
reasonable, the decision was made to later alter the red Lloyd. In total there were at
least 5 x Lloyds complete and in parts on the property.
Terry agreed to part with $1500 for everything Lloyd on the property. The next
problem was how to get everything back to Auckland. Looking at 1300kms each way

and a 3 hr ferry crossing Terry and his friend Jack (who was also interested in
Lloyds) returned in February 2018 with a small truck and large trailer and extracted
the TS, the blue Lloyd and as many parts as could be jammed into every nook and
cranny in the cars and truck/trailer.
Upon returning to his home in Avondale with his “treasures” – and those of
you who have brought home projects in the past will appreciate the irony – Terry
started to make the Lloyd drivable. Firstly new tyres (same size as a Citroen 2CV) put
onto sandblasted rims and brakes rebuilt with stainless re-sleeved cylinders and
rebonded shoes and then he looked to the motor. This only needed a thorough service,
tune and exhaust system and it started up! Gearbox and clutch needed little work but
the gear linkages required new bushes and fiddly adjustments. After running it around
the back streets, Terry felt the car was worth a rebuild and of course more cost.
The body was stripped, sanded and painted in the colours as per photographs.
Whilst there was only a single rust hole in the floor there was extensive scaly rust
under the original paint which meant that a bare metal strip was in order. Terry did
feel that a mudguard and a door may have been painted at some point in the cars
youth. All glass was removed. The colours are a 2001 VW yellow and white
combination.
The upholstery was (in Terry’s words) absolutely “toast” and beyond refurbishment
so the car was completely re-upholstered. He made a set of moulded rubber mats
which were made up from the remnants of the 3 cars via a “cut and paste”.
A setback occurred one morning when for some unknown reason Terry went
to the car to find the back window shattered. After all the work had been completed
Terry put it through the NZ roadworthiness test which it passed with no concerns.
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Terry’s beautifully restored Lloyd from across the ditch ( aka NZ )
Terry has enjoyed driving the Lloyd in Auckland traffic and his impressions
are as follows.– The car has brisk acceleration with a low first and with a high top
gear which will keep up with traffic. It is not particularly refined though and there is
cabin noise from the engine. The gearbox has well spaced ratios and “delightful”
steering however the car does get buffeted in high winds. The 6 volt system is
adequate. Sometimes you need to remember where the gears are and always must
turn off the fuel tap under the dash when parked!
In October 2018 Terry and Jack returned to CHCH and retrieved the red car
and all remaining van parts. The red car was passed on to Jack who is building it up
as a van version. The red car had a rusty floor.
But wait; there is more! In an attempt to corner the Lloyd parts market Terry
and Jack then purchased a white Lloyd ($200) as a rolling body and this was
accompanied by at least 5 x pallet loads of mechanical parts.
Again several Lloyds had been sacrificed at some point and this hoard was
located at Samson near Levin – bottom of New Zealand’s North Island. This
involved an 800kms round trip in truck and trailer again.
Surprising how many Lloyds came to NZ looking at the parts and cars the
boys brought home!
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Terry’s beautifully restored Lloyd from across the ditch ( aka NZ )
The Lloyd is a real credit to Terry and it gets attention whenever he drives
around and so it should. This is a very unusual car in today’s world and when Terry
passes other more modern cars at 90 kms on the motorway he is always bound to get
attention – as to ‘what was that going past us, dad?’
Terry has now returned to
work on the Rytecraft, then
the Reliant and other cars
that continually enter and
exit his collection. A recent
hunch led to a 1 owner 1967
Vauxhall PC 3.3 Velox
which had been sitting for
30 years and a 1937 Austin
Lichfield which had been
lying idle since the 1980s.
Photo below shows Terry
with the magnificent result
of much sweat, maybe a tear
or 2, and the odd $.
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MAZDA Museum …..Hiroshima ….Niko Satria
"I visited Hiroshima in November 2018 as one of the stops of my 12 day trip
around Japan. My partner and I started from Tokyo and worked our way westward on
the Shinkansen bullet train. We stopped over in Kyoto and Himeji before finally
reaching Hiroshima. We then backtracked to Tokyo after spending a few days in
Hiroshima.
One of the places we visited on our Hiroshima itinerary was the Mazda
Museum. Mazda’s corporate headquarters is located in Hiroshima. The company
conducts the museum tours daily on weekdays. The admission is free. But you’d need
to book online in advance. There is only one English language tour scheduled for
each day. We started out from our hotel near Hiroshima station. After grabbing a
quick breakfast we caught the local train to Mukainada station. It was a 10 minute
train ride from the Hiroshima station. The Mazda corporate headquarters building
was only a 5 minute walk from Mukainada station. We walked past Mazda’s hospital
which is open to the general public as well as their employees.
The corporate headquarters building is across the road from the hospital. As
we arrived, we had to register with the receptionist as visitors. We were given our
visitor passes and asked to wait in the foyer for the tour bus to arrive. There were
already a few people booked on the same English language tour waiting. There were
several current model Mazda cars displayed at the foyer. The highlight was the
recently launched CX8 SUV. There was also a red 1980 Mazda Familia (323)
hatchback from Mazda’s collection. This was the 5th generation Mazda Familia. The
current Mazda3’s lineage could be traced to this car model.
The tour bus took us from the corporate office building to the museum. We
weren’t allowed to take photos as we were driving through the compound amongst
the various factory buildings, newly assembled car storage areas, and loading dock.
The bus ride was around 10 minutes. The compound was really large. We had to
cross a private company bridge to get across the river to reach the area where the
museum is located. As we arrived we entered the entrance hall which displays the
latest Mazda production vehicles.
We were shown a brief video of Mazda’s company history. It started from a
brief history of the region, the founding of the Toyo Kogyo company in 1920. It was
interesting that the day the atomic bomb was dropped in Hiroshima was also the
company founder’s 70th birthday. The company lost a lot of employees that day. But
because the factory was located far enough from the blast zone, it was able to quickly
resume production of their three wheeler vehicle in December 1945 and support the
city’s recovery efforts.
From the entrance hall, we moved to the historical vehicles area. It had a
collection of historical Mazda vehicles. The oldest one was the Mazda-go 3 wheeler.
There was also Mazda’s first production car, the R360. There were other micro cars
also: the B360 ute, Chantez, and the Autozam AZ1. An old Bongo van brought back
childhood memories.
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The next area was the rotary engine area. It is dedicated to the history of
Mazda’s rotary engine development. There was a Mazda 787B racer display. It was
the first Japanese car to win the 24 hour Le Mans endurance race. The following area
was the technology area. This area is dedicated to explain the car manufacturing
process from planning to production. The example used was the design of the first
generation CX5. An actual clay model of the CX5 was part of the exhibit.
We then made our way to the factory assembly line. This particular assembly
line was for the CX3, MX5, and Fiat 124 Spyder. There was only one line alternating
between the 3 models. The MX5 would appear after a few CX3s while the Fiat 124
was far fewer in between. The Fiat 124 Spyder is based on the MX5. It was
interesting to see how highly automated the production line was. Each car moves in
synch with a robotic parts bin containing just the required parts to assemble that
model. The assembly line worker can quickly find the required parts and put them on
the car. The front windshield installation was fully automated. The carpet was bolted
on first before every other interior bits, which explains why replacing car
carpet is a very difficult process. Unfortunately we were not allowed to take photos
in the assembly line area.
We ended the tour with a video showcasing Mazda’s vision for the future
focusing on the CO2 emissions reduction. Then it’s off to the gift shop area while
waiting for the bus to pick us up and return us to the corporate office building foyer.
Our tour guide gave everyone in the tour group an MX5 branded micro fibre
wipe cloth as a parting gift.
The entire tour lasted about 90 minutes.
My partner is not a car enthusiast but
was fascinated by the assembly line
process. I really enjoyed the tour
and highly recommend it especially
if you’re a car enthusiast."

Mazda R360
Niko with Bongo Van
( Hiroshima is now a beautiful city, unlike the complete destruction through which
my family and I walked as a very small child in 1947...the story of the British
Commonwealth Occupation Forces in Japan after the war is another story ed )
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Another Failed “Peoples Car” Gutbrod
Not a name that springs to mind thinking of Micro cars…
Originally a German manufacturer of cars, motorcycles and small agricultural
machinery. The firm was founded in Ludwigsburg by Wilhelm Gutbrod in 1926.
It originally built “Standard” branded motorcycles. In 1933 they relocated to nearby
Stuttgart and from1933 to 1935 built Standard Superior cars: Unrelated to Standard
Motor Cars England’, they were built with rear mounted engines.
It was recognised that
available cars were now too
elaborate and expensive and
something simpler was needed
to bring motoring within reach
of the working man.
In 1935 Gutbrod was the
first car in the world to be offered
with fuel injection, some three
years before fuel injection appeared in a production engine offered by Mercedes.
1950 saw the announcement of the new Gutbrod Superior 600 miniature car in
Germany, this revealed an effort to produce a new people’s car despite manufacturing
difficulties in a country devastated by war. In size, style and performance the car was
intended to challenge the Fiat 500, but the design is much simpler and there are fewer
mechanical parts.
The small Gutbrod Superior
model was produced from 1950 to
1954 using the company's own, front
mounted two-cylinder two stroke
engine initially of 593cc. In April
1953 the engine size was increased to
663 cc for more expensive 'Luxus 700'
versions of the car, while the standard
model continued to be offered with
the original smaller engine. Claimed
power output was 20 hp (15 kW) for
the base version, while for the larger engine
26 hp (19 kW) or 30 hp (22 kW) was claimed
according to whether fuel feed came via a
carburettor or from a form of fuel injection.
Press reports commended the speed and
secure handling of the cars but indicated
that the sporty handling came in return for
sacrificing some comfort. It was also noted
that normal conversation became impossible
at speeds above about 80 km/h (50 mph) owing to the noise.
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Another Failed “Peoples Car” Gutbrod
An updated version of the Gutbrod Superior introduced in 1953
benefited from developments towards fuel injection undertaken by MercedesBenz and Dr Scherenberg dating originally from pre-war-time development.
The company obtained the services of Dr Schnurle, whose classic
work on the scavenging of two-stroke engines was the basis of the
successful pre-war DKW motor cycle engines.
His car development was at the company's small factory at
Plochinben during the time of Walter Gutbrod who had taken over the firm in
1948 on the death of his father, Scherenberg arrived at Gutbrod from
Mercedes where the victorious war-time allies had enforced a pause in
engine fuel-injection development, and in 1952 he would return to that firm.
7726 cars were produced before the factory was forced to close.
A Gutbrod injection engine can still be seen in the Deutsches
Museum in Munich! The Gutbrod Atlas was a light panel van or a pickup. Its
regular production started with the year 1950 in Calw, Germany by Calw
division of Gutbrod G.m.b.H. The maximum freight was per variant 700, 800
or 1000 kg. Top speed was 70 km/h (44 mph) with a two-stroke fuel
consumption of 9.8 Litres/100km (24 mpg) of oil/gasoline ratio of 1:25. It had
a 27 Litre tank (7.1 gallon).
A pilot production series started in late 1949. Only the front
suspension had installed shock absorbers with 6 volts starter motor and
electrics, entry by suicide doors, making the vehicle look very similar to its
competitors the Tempo Matador / Wiking and Goliath.
In 1956, the Norwegian Troll car was built on a Gutbrod chassis.
pioneering the use of fibreglass in automobile coachwork along with the
Chevrolet Corvette as well as some other small-scale car manufacturers.
As the production commenced, Kohl-Larsen had to work hard to get a
permit from the Norwegian government to sell the car. He was only allowed
to sell 15 cars in Norway.
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The reason for this was a barter treaty Norway had with the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe for Norway to buy cars from them as they bought
fish products from Norway. The government was afraid that domestic car
production would disrupt this trading balance. Kohl-Larsen therefore started
plans to export the cars to Germany and Denmark. At one point there were
plans to build 2000 cars per year, but after some moderation they said the
company would be happy with one finished car per day.
However, the company was never allowed to sell more than those 15
cars on the Norwegian market. In addition, they did not secure the
investment capital necessary to start large scale production. When the
Norwegian government made it clear that they never wanted to support the
Troll car, all the potential investors closed negotiations. Hence, one of
Norway's few ventures into car production went bankrupt in early 1958. Only
five complete cars had been produced.
The Troll was built as a 2+2 sports car with a glass-reinforced plastic
body. The idea was to build the first mass-produced car outside the US using
this material. No one in Europe had built cars in plastic, except for the East
German Trabant, which was also a 2-cylinder, 2-stroke car.
Fibreglass was a relatively new material in the late 1950s, and the
benefits were many. It would not rust, it would be 130 kg lighter than an
equivalent metal car, and the production would be significantly simpler and
therefore cheaper.
Troll’s 700cc
straight-twin two-stroke
was made by Gutbrod
of Germany with Bosch
fuel injection, 30hp
(22Kw) top speed
130kmh using 5 litres
/100km (47mpg) There
were plans to change to
a SAAB engine, but this
was never implemented.
In April 1954, the
production of Gutbrod
cars was discontinued
as funds had run out.
Fred sent in this article which was a compilation from magazines, the
internet, trolling around and New Zealand Bert's help
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Where haf all the Haflingers gone ?
Well, Bruce Emerton has just completed his restoration and it is on the road,
Alex Holland had one for a number of years, during which time he took it to the
Canberra Autofest ( as it was called then ) and was rewarded with a trophy, plus Rick
Krassoi has had a few and the most recent is almost ready for rego.
We might be able to show and tell you about Bruce’s in a later edition, but in
the meantime Rick’s is looking pretty photogenic as it awaits final touches including
new canvas top and side curtains.

Rick’s early introduction to the world of Haffy’s, was not long after their arrival
in Australia in the mid 60’s, It is believed that the Army purchased around 50 from the
Austrian manufacturer, each one having a dedicated trailer unit. Mainly private buyers
accounted for the 3,000 to 4,000 that came here. Rust and adventure have meant
that there are few surviving, scattered around Australia in sheds and paddocks
The Haflinger is a small, lightweight, four wheel drive, high mobility vehicle
about 3.5 m long and 1.5 m wide, powered by a 643 cc flat twin horizontally opposed,
rear mounted, air-cooled engine, ( about half a VW). Weighing around 600 kg, the
Haflinger can be lifted by four strong people and yet can carry a load of 500 kg .
Rick’s father, who was at the time, building light aircraft in a hangar at the
Wedderburn private airport south of Sydney, supported Rick’s interest in them. He
had a bit of room in the hangar so Rick used it to start his interest to store and restore
Haflingers. Over the years, Rick has discovered, restored, and let go maybe half a
dozen ( or more), and this one remaining example has been in his care for quite a few
years as he has taken the time to ensure a quality restoration.
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Where haf all the Haflingers gone ?
Photo right shows the sparse
instrumentation which is also typical
of the Micros of the time.
To be as authentic as possible
Rick has spent much time sourcing
parts needed for the restoration and
has a great relationship with other
people who are knowledgeable in the
Haflinger world. One of these was
able to do the rebuild on the engine
which appears similar to a mini 4
stroke VW engine.
Since opening his own
business ( ECOTOX ) in the Lane
Cove Business Park, and no longer
using the hangar at Wedderburn,
and trying to leave his home free of
bits and pieces of restoration and
repair, Rick has squeezed the work
premises a little to cope with his
hobby. This means lunch hours and
quiet times can be used productively
for both work and pleasure. When
not involved with the Haffy, Rick
has a small ‘fleet’ of motor scooters
from that era, either beautifully
restored, currently being ‘done’ or
simply awaiting their turn ( in a
dry, clean environment ).
Don’t be dismayed by
the Motorbike on the left of the
lineup, I think it might belong to
Rick’s son, and may or may not
have a long future with the
Krassoi family.
The collection of scooters
currently includes 3 Puchs,
3 Zundapp Bella’s, a Maicoletta,
a Vespa and an NSU Lambretta.
Those that have come and gone
are a little too numerous to list.
I hope to feature 3 members and their Haflingers
in the Summer magazine..ed
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Where haf all the Haflingers gone ?
Now for ( some of ) the Scooters…..
Right .Maicoletta 1958
(presently being repainted)
Below Puch RLA 125 (1955) won
first prize at classic scooter rally 2013

Right Zundapp Bella R200 (1954)
kick-start model
Bottom Right Vespa VB1t rat
Below Puch SRA 150 (1958)
fully restored
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‘Microcar and Scooter Club Inc’ No 987 6195.
ISSN 2206 8880 Web site, www.microcarandscooterclub.org
Correspondence C/o MCSC. Post Office Box 42, Berowra, NSW, 2081.
President:
Scooter President
Secretary:
Treasurer & M’ship
Magazine Editor:

John Renshaw, ph 02 9484 8666, <pop.nan@optusnet.com.au>
Andy Jackson, <ozlambretta@gmail.com> ph 0406 752 533
Douglas Kennedy, ph 02 9456 0341, <douglaskennedy@internode.on.net>
Allen Wall, 0417 267 173, <alscooters@bigpond.com>
John Renshaw, (proof reader Graham Sims )

Webmaster:

Andy Jackson …. see above

Magazine Support:
all MCSC members
Mag prodn/distn
John Renshaw & Allen Wall……. See above
Events registrar
: Niko Satria 0422 922 031 with a request for input from all members
Events facilitator:
Vic Fenech, 0417 677 003, along with committee/member collaboration.
Research officer:
Douglas Kennedy, contact as above.
Spare parts adviser:
Fred Diwell, 02 4565 0219, e-mail microcarscooter@skymesh.com.au>
Club plate register
& inspector:
Keith Wall, and movement day book Ph 0417 267 173
CMC delegates:
Allen Wall, Peter Luks, Vic Fenech, and Andy Jackson
Public officer:
Allen Wall.
The objectives of membership are for the preservation, restoration and promotion of Microcars and
Scooters, all kept to as original condition as practical. Monthly meetings take place at the Arena
Sports Club ( was the Greyhound Club), Boardman Ave, Yagoona, on the third Friday of each month
starting at 8.00 p.m. We hold rallies and social events on a regular basis for members and associate
with similar clubs here and overseas. Localised personal information and advice can be acquired from
our state delegates or web site:








Victoria: Paul Lucas at Mornington, 03 5975 7203.
Queensland: Terry White at Kelvin Grove 07 3356 5828.
Tasmania: John Barrass at Newstead 03 6333 0544.
Western Australia Zig Pasnicki 08 9397 6315.
South Australia: Ian Wilson at Clearview 08 8262 3033.
Queensland Ruth Farrar (BMW specialist) 0438 883 201.
Other independent associated registers and clubs that promote the same ideals are: British two stroke
club in Victoria, Goggomobil register in NSW, Microcar Club of New Zealand, Siva in Perth WA,
Velosolex Oz group in Vic, and Southwest Brisbane motoring club inc.
The club magazine is published four times a year around the beginning of March, June, September,
and December. Items for inclusion should be submitted to the editor by the 10th of the month prior to
publication; receiving information early gives us a better chance of getting the magazine out on time.
Rates for half or full page advertisements are available at very modest cost.
Membership joining and renewals can be made by direct debit to Bendigo Bank BSB 633000. East
Gosford, to MCSC Inc A/c 122802259. Make sure you put your name in the comments section so we
know who it’s from.
During compilation of this publication the MCSC editor believed all reports and information true and correct. However the editor
makes no representations, either expressed or implied as to the accuracy of information and data contained herein, and accepts no
liability for any use of the information and data or reliance placed upon it.
In other words if we got something wrong we are sorry and let us know. This particularly applies to phone numbers, dates,
technical details and name spelling. We do try our best! All rights reserved © 2019 MCSC.
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